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Best tune for 2016 6. 7 powerstroke

After countless hours of refinement, we have successfully set the bar for the latest generation of Ford Powerstroke configuration. Motor Ops is capable of providing 28 more dino-tested rear wheeled horsepower at its peak and 70 hp more than competition on the red line! Melody is one of the best ways to increase the horsepower of your 6.7 Powerstroke, which is why we've spent
so much time perfecting ours. Overcoming restrictions at the time of factory calibration gives us the ability to make higher power and more average horsepower under the curve, while using a much more conservative customization strategy. For the consumer, this has many advantages. Lower exhaust temperature, lower cylinder pressure, improve efficiency and, most importantly,
improve reliability. The increase in power is complemented by our 6R140 transmission tuning. Ideal running stability is achieved by maintaining the factory characteristics of a shift on part of the throttle and then increasing line pressure and using a more aggressive converter locking strategy at heavy load, providing solid, positive shifts when you need it. Maintaining comfort when
you're not some of the key features that set us up in our 2017 tunes development to 2018 Powerstroke: We deliver ~570 RWHP peak power that keeps full fuel speed right on the red line We use significantly less time to achieve more power than our competitors, which means less load on transmission calibration engine components that works in perfect harmony; delivery of solid
shifts and linear pressure when you need it, and smooth shifts at light throttle when cruising or in city traffic to optimize fuel economy and comfort Before we continue as professional courtesy, the competitors listed below will not be named. All data was collected on one dino, on one truck, in the same testing conditions. Now let's put our money where our mouth is. Here's a dyno
graph showing our racial tune versus calibrating stocks. Look out for a peak of 568 horsepower/1,278 feet. We are marked by the tuning of a leading competitor and we can say faithfully that we have raised the bar, substantially. Don't believe it? We will prove this with the following data: On this dyno graph you can see our tune (in blue) peak at 568rwhp and held a strong right to
end pull. This equates to 28HP getting over our competition at its peak, and almost 70HP on the red line! These are the real world numbers that put you ahead of the pack! Here's what happens compared to the data log. Below you will see a data log of our ringtones running on our Race Tune. The image below indicates that as our tune keeps fuel speeds consistently all over pull
on dyno (hence our consistent peak electricity delivery). Now the image below shows how setting up our competitors makes it to peak fuel instantly and then falls rapidly at 2650 RPM (hence the rapid reduction of the power curve tuning competitors). So, what should you pick up with this data that we have provided you? If you're looking for a industry's leading tune that delivers
consistent peak power and maintains reliability, look no further than Motor Ops. Motor Ops has countless human hours to make this calibration available to the market. We only release calibration support once we have fully conquered the platform in question. We advertise proven profits from electricity that you can rely on; our competitors' work speaks for itself This melody is a
new benchmark in the performance settings of 2017 – 2018 6.7L Powerstroke. Support will not be available 12/24 at 2:00pm PST until Monday 12/28 Superchips FlashPaq F5 Tuner 99-19 Ford SCI-1845 5.00 Superchips 1845 Superchips FlashPaq F5 Tuner 99-19 Ford $338.36 2050-01-01 Unleash the Potential of Your Powerstroke with Powerful, Safe, and reliable Superchips
F5 Flashpaq! Edge 98202 Backup Camera for CTS Monitors EDG-98202 5.00 Edge Products 98202 Edge 98202 Backup Camera for CTS Monitors $196.95 2050-01-01 Make connection to trailer wind with edge EAS camera backup! Edge 98620 EAS Extensible EGT Probe Kit with Lead EDG-98620 2.00 Edge Products 98620 Edge 98620 EAS Extensible Kit EGT Probe with
Lead $134.95 2050-01-01 If You Use One of the Color Monitors Edge, Edge you have the ability to control many different engines and powertrains of vitality. SCT Livewire TS + Performance Programmer and Monitor 99-16 Powerstroke SCT-5015P 5.00 SCT 5015P Performance Update your Powerstroke for more power, fuel economy and full color sensors. Hooligan Dog GT
Platinum Diesel Tuner 40420 Cummins/Duramax/PowerStroke BUL-40420 5.00 Hooligan Dog 40420 Hooligan Dog Triple Dog GT Diesel Tuner is a powerful programmer for Dodge Cummins, GM Duramax and Ford PowerStroke Diesel Trucks 40 Ram Mounts Mirror-Mate Mount Kit BUL-31600-Main 0.00 Bully Dog 31600 RAM Monts Mirror-Mate Mount Kit $35.99 2050-01-01
Power Products Offers RAM Mount Mirror-Mate Kit Mount for Bully Dog PMT,GT and Watchdog for Dodge, Ford and GM Bully Dog GT RAM Suction Cup Mounting Kit BUL-30600 1.00 Bully Dog 30600 Bully Dog GT RAM Mounting Kit Suction Cup for Hooligans GT for Dodge, Ford and GM SCT iTSX Programmer Wireless Vehicles 1996-12 Ford Trucks SCT-4015 4.00 SCT 4015
SCT iTSX Wireless Vehicle Remedy programmer 1996-12 Ford Trucks $329 2050-01-01 Within seconds iTSX will allow you to completely remap your computer vehicles. iTSX system unlocks your car's hidden performance potential by wirelessly recalibrating your car's computer for the maximum bully sensor dock with BUL-40384 BUL-40384 1.00 Dog Bully 40384 Docking
station for bullies sensors with BUL-40384 Edge BUL-40384 Edge EAS Input Sensor for Edge CS/CTS EDG-98605-Main 0.00 Edge Products 98605 Edge EAS Universal Input Sensor for Edge CS/CTS $32.96 2050-01-01 2050-01-01-01 Universal input sensor allows you to add custom temperatures, pressure, air/fuel and even travel/position sensors to your Edge CS and CTS!
Edge Products 98004 Universal Measuring Pillar Adapter for CS CS2 CTS2 EDG-98004 2.00 Edge Products 98004 Edge Universal Measuring Pillar Adapter will allow you to mount CS or CTS in any standard sensor hold for clean installation. Daystar Do Not Flash OBD Plug KU71124BK DAY-KU71124BK 2.00 Daystar KU71124BK Daystar Do Not Flash OBD Plug KU71124BK
$14.99 2050-01-01 Keep your own tone when you're going to the dealer for repair with this OBIDI blocker Programmers /Chips/Tuners We've said this before and we'll say it again: The best bang-for-the buck to increase fuel economy in your 6.7L Ford Powerstroke is a diesel tuner or programmer. Now the hard part.... which one is right for you? Edge Evolution, Bully Dog, Banks,
EZ LYNK, Spartan, or maybe SCT? Well, it really depends on what you plan to do with your truck. Are you towing? How much? How often? Do you like power? Do you just want better fuel economy? Or maybe you do a little bit of everything with your truck and want a diesel programmer that can cover everything. For our customers in the state of California, or for others outside of
California, but would like to comply with the CARB (California Air Resource Board), we will have the carb executive order number (EO) on separate product lists. This will help you determine whether the chip or programmer you're buying can pass an emissions check in the state of California when installed on your vehicle. If you know what you want, go ahead and order with
confidence, with our secure online order. If you need help, feel free to call us or send us an email to [email protected], that's what we're here for. The 2017 6.7L Powerstroke is a beast of an engine because it gives you more horsepower at very affordable and moderate engine speeds. It can make 440 horsepower at 2,800rpm and throws a whopping 925lb.-ft. at 1800 rpm. But what
if you want to increase these numbers even more, all while keeping your engine running efficiently? Tuners come in here! Tuners can maximize horsepower and engine moment, and in some cases help your engine run more efficiently. In turn, this can help improve your MPG and make your monster engine a little more environmentally friendly monster. But how do you figure out
which tuner is right for you? My list of the best tuners for 2017 6.7 Powerstroke ImageProduct Simplest Tuner To use Bully Dog - 40420Quick and simple installationFast pcm data import using Wi-FiImmediately noticeable increase in horsepower, Torque and ThrottleAesthetically nice live monitoring engine settingsWifi Included with cloud capabilities Check price SCT Performance
40490Loaded SCT TunesFull Color ScreenWi-Fi ability to load ringtones and save diagnosticsFixing for monitoring VIN numberPID numberPID Price Best Diesel Programmer Edge Products 85400Real Monitoring vehiclesUnusual, user-friendly touch interfaceDiagnostic and scanning tools with bug cleaningDash mountainAdd settings Check price Best Generic tuner Cans 66592DLAutorate Adaptive TuningTransKomanda Active gear securityIndExated Steel Frame PowderNo-Drill Design for Custom FitActiveSafety Check Price Best Calibration / Superchips Data Monitoring Tool 1545Real-Time Data Logging and MonitoringTPMSpeed/Rev LimiterDiagnostic Tools for Bugs/Nuisance CodesRecording for Gear/Axle Swaps and Tyre Upgrades. Check price
Most beginner friendly tuner Superchips 18452.8Color screenHive CPU speed for fast programmingSubjance Ringtones for Milage, Towing and daily drivingActive fuel controlReading and cleaning diagnostic codes problems Check the Price Best overall design HP Tuners MPVI2All-out memoryBly enough speed analytics and diagnosticsExpectively customizable editor
SettingsVCM Check the Price The choice of the right tuner for your car can be exhausting simply because of the many options out there for you online. Are you trying your hand at a cheaper, unproven manufacturer, or staying safe, but paying to get caught up with reliable market names like Bully Dog or SuperChips? To save you time (and maybe even some money), I scoured
the internet to find all the most important information you'll need when choosing a tuner for your 2017 6.7 Powerstroke engine. And to make your job even easier, I listed the best options I found in my study right here so you can browse, learn about and scour my own list of potential tuners. Top-rated tuners review for 2017 6.7 Powerstroke: 1. Bully Dog 40420 - 2017 6.7
Powerstroke Performance Programmer The Bully Dog 40420 comes prepackaged with Wi-Fi and Cloud capabilities. This makes it one of the best options on the list for its convenience and ease of use design. Just connect this tuner to the OBD2 port and press the program vehicle button. Immediately you will be prompted with a screen to confirm your VIN number and the ability to
update your device via Wi-Fi via the Bully Dog cloud. Once you've received the main setup once you power your car and you'll be able to see either preloaded ringtones that you can add yourself to or the ability to view a huge list of other ringtones available through the cloud. So, out of the box - it's already packed with almost every feature you might want. From comprehensive
diagnostics, which can control the richness of engine parameters, to prepackaged and custom tunes (which cover everything from fuel economy to extreme performance). Hooligan dog 40420 literally got it all! And one of the coolest things about this tuner is the fact that it has built-in Wi-Fi capabilities. This means that all data picked up by the tuner, as well as any custom settings
cards you create, can be saved and accessed from virtually anywhere and anything using Connection. All in all, I'm very impressed with how easy this tuner is to put to work, regardless of the level of experience you have with setting up the engine. Faq - Can this tuner change my truck's top speed? Answer – Yes, this Bully Dog tuner can change your truck's top speed before the
engine automatically limits power. Faq - When should I drive this tuner to stay connected? Answer – Once you've set it up, you don't have to keep it plugged in while driving, but if you want to monitor engine performance and catch error codes, it will need to stay connected. Faq – If I have multiple vehicles, can I use this tuner to customize all of them? Answer – Sorry, you can't set
up multiple vehicles at once. This tuner is tied to your VIN. But, if you drop the current customized car back into stock, you can go to the next car setup right then and there. 2. SCT Performance 40490 - 2017 F-250 Emisio Tuner &amp;Amp; Monitor Performance SCT 40490 PDX Performance Tuner and Monitor is a closely related competitor to the Bully Dog 40470 that I covered
earlier in this list. Outside the box you can expect three preloaded SCT ringtones and almost the same display and interface as Bully Dog. This model also comes with the ability to connect to Wi-Fi and a cloud-based file system that lets you download new ringtones on the go. All the while helping you keep accurate data logs, and giving you access to standard PID monitoring and
customizable sensor layout, among a host of standard configuration features. In just a few seconds of your time, you can upgrade your device and download new ringtones and profiles into the SCT BDX tuner. And my personal favorite feature is the pressure gauge layouts, which can simultaneously load up to eight different sensors. If you're not a big fan of Bully Dog, but want the
same feature features – this tuner is your best bet! 3. Edge Products 85400 – An easy-to-use diesel tuner for the 2017 F-250 At first glance, the Edge Products 85400 CTS2 diesel evolution program looks like the future of performance tuners. With an easily mounted dash display and a bright full-color LCD touchscreen, there's no more fuss on the go - instead you get one of the
most professional and engaging solutions on the market. Personally, I absolutely love the look of the menu, which will immediately guide you to any feature you want to change, diagnose or record. Touching the performance settings button will immediately lead you to a significant selection of stock performance tunes sorted according to the level of your performance needs, which
it automatically categorizes for you based on your driving style. And on top of already amazing customization features, you can also record up to 20 minutes of data based on any parameters you have set for yourself. There is even a feature called a mileage trainer that will tell you exactly how you should be behind the wheel and what performance settings you should use
maximize mpg. As far as diesel tuners go, this is by far the easiest I've had the pleasure of using and watching. And I'm happy to say that I would strongly recommend it to anyone looking for a convenient approach to getting a standard range of tuning and diagnostic capabilities for a diesel truck. Faq - Is the EGT probe included in this tuner? Answer – Unfortunately, this model
does not originate with the EGT probe. The best option would be Edge PN98601. Faq - What cables does this tuner come with? Answer – This tuner comes with all the connectors you'll need that connect directly to the OBD2 port. 4. BANKS 66592-DL - The best Ford 6.7 Tuner Banks 66592-DL Derringer tuner with Idash 1.8 is well known for its powerful performance, as well as
its ability to reasonably self-regulate any future you can customize. There's no claim that this tuner is near the perfect off-box, and it's by far the best choice for virtually anyone looking to change the performance of their L5P 6.7 Powerstroke engine. Most other tuners are tuned to one flash tune. While the Derringer tuner constantly adjusts itself to ensure optimal performance in any
state. Using the OBD2 port and Idash 1.8 - you can actively monitor Derringer tuner levels such as EGT, altitude compensation, DPF regeneration, accelerator pedal monitoring, coolant temperature monitoring, and even a full power timer. One of the most striking features of the Derringer tuner's safety is its ability to sense temperature and control it for efficient use of coolant.
When your vehicle warms up, the tuner immediately begins to detect temperature and output power respectively to distribute the coolant. And it won't even turn on below 120 F. In addition to its best-in-class coolant temperature monitoring, this model also tracks exhaust temperatures to maintain a safe EGT maximum. So keeping both your turbo and your engine safe and sound.
The rest of the BANKS 66592-DL Derringer Tuner features are incredibly focused on improving the performance of your L5P 6.7 Powerstroke engine. Starting with the ability to naturally compensate for changes in air pressure, it will control the turbocharger to maintain any power boost you might expect from a robust Powerstroke engine performance and tuner combo. Similar to
the Height Compensation feature, a full-power timer, when installed at a sporting level, will allow you to operate in full throttle (or in non-professional terms - full power) for as much as 30 seconds before returning to recommended output levels. Giving you the freedom to safely push your engine to its full potential at any time. As for the slightly more behind-the-wheel-drive feature,
Derringer will also optimize and control your diesel particulate filter (DPF) and pedal safe to provide a better and smoother experience alongside improved fuel economy. Faq - What is the procedure That tuner? Answer – Just find the OBD2 port and connect it to connect it to the ECU. Faq - What improvements will I see with this tuner? Answer – This tuner is built to enhance the
power of your car. There are plenty of custom ringtones that you can flash that focus on performance, fuel efficiency or even both in some cases. Faq – Is there a specific model or model that this tuner works best with? Answer – This particular tuner is best lifted to work with GMC or Chevy trucks with an L5P Duramax engine. Faq - What version of the BANKS tuner is it? The
answer is the second generation version of BANK 66592 Derringer Tuner. 5. Superchips 1545 - Best Ford F-250 Tuner This is where some key differences between a tuner like Derringer and Superchips 1545 Flashcal Calibration Tool comes into play. You may have immediately noticed that it doesn't quite carry the same load of artificially intelligent functions as its competitive
counterpart. This particular option is indeed better adjusted for those who want to calibration of many different features in their vehicle. Let's note that the calibrator is slightly different from the tuner. But this model serves a very popular purpose and does an outstanding job in the relevant industry. Connecting via a very familiar OBD2 port, Flashcal is a small handheld device that's
perfectly perfect for calibrating your after-sales tyres, your speedometer, your wheels, gears and a range of different features inside and out of your truck. Getting into specifics – Flashcal is incredibly easy to use because of its lightweight, plug-in and play design. You can expect Flashcal to fix a speedometer to upgrade tyres of 26 to 42 inches, calibration your speedometer to
switch gears or bridges, and even diagnose a wide variety of engine problems. Additional diagnostics available with this calibrator are also made through the real-time data logging and monitoring feature. Lets you know exactly what's going on with your truck at all times. Just imagine a situation where your CEL pops out of the blue. Immediately after connecting this tool, you will be
able to check the error code associated with checking the engine light, and find out what kind of problem you are actually facing. Overall, the flashcal Superchips 1545 calibration tool is absolutely great for diagnosis and calibration. And while it's not exactly a tuner in itself, I believe it certainly deserves this place on this list nonetheless. Faq - Which trucks can be used on this
tuner? Answer – This device is compatible with the 2019 F350 Diesel or 2015 F150 2.7L Ecoboost, but it does not support the 6.2L engine option. The ideal option would be to connect it to 6.7L. Faq - Can I clear the codes with this tuner? Answer – Yes, this Superchips tuner can clear codes, including disabling emissions codes. 6. Superchips 1845 - Best 6.7 Powerstroke Tuner
for Beginners The Superchips 1845 Flashpaq F5 programmer is known for coming up with multiple customization presets that predict perhaps the greatest setting width you could make with a tuner. This device is ideal for a beginner who has just started setting up. In just a few quick clicks, you can find yourself adding 100 horsepower to your truck, or plenty of moment to tow a big
load in your pickup truck. Using pre-installed ringtones downloaded on these devices is as easy as calibrating to match any post-market changes you've made to your truck. And if you're not into going down and dirty with tweaking it all yourself – there are plenty of ready-made presets available to download and download to the tuner. While I've already named bully dog 40470 as
the easiest to use, I'd like to crown this particular tuner as the most beginner-friendly option to customize your 6.7 Powerstroke. Faq - Is this tuner compatible with carbohydrates? Answer – Unfortunately, the 1845 model is not compatible with CARB in CA. In this case, you can look at the 4845 model, which will eat with a CARB matching sticker. Faq - Which truck will this tuner
work with? Answer – This Superchips tuner model is ideal for almost any Ford truck model. 7. HP Tuners MPVI2 – The best diesel tuner for 2017 6.7 Powerstroke Once I came face to face with HP MPVI2 tuners, I felt like I was looking at a tuner with the most beautiful design. And while the tuner aesthetic isn't usually the top choice, it has some great up-sleeve features that earn it
a well-deserved spot on this list. MPVI2 is the current model that succeeds in discontinued MPVI1. It has a sleek and modern design that doesn't come with nearly as many cables and wires as you'd seen with its predecessor, as well as a few new powerful features. However, before you jump into these new features , anyone who buys an HP tuner should be aware of HP's credit
system. Without one, it won't make many tweaks as it's bound to have credit that matches your thing and model, as well as having enough points for your custom tune. Here's the tricky part when you connect your credit device to your computer using the necessary software, you'll be asked to license your device using virtual currency that can be purchased with HP Tuners. The
basic features of your standard license will give you access only to ECM. But, if for some reason you wanted to change anything else in your car you would need to purchase individual modules using the system. However, let's take it open While the credit system can be somewhat of an obstacle, this tuner is incredibly powerful and meets almost the same standards in terms of
performance as some other tuners I covered on this list. Physically, MPVI2 has extensible internal storage to store calibration log files, and the ability to use Bluetooth to transmit data directly to any compatible device. In addition, this tuner has faster scanning, logging and data speeds than any of the options I've covered so far. This is actually a huge advantage if you plan to use
the tuner frequently to check error codes and customize maps. The VCM editor in this model also comes with the ability to adjust the moment, fuel efficiency, RPM limits, fan activation, transmission and pressure change points. And on top of that, you can adjust the exhaust valve controls, and adjust the speedometer too. So, in general – I would say it's a great tuner for almost any
hobby, or someone who plans to do a lot of serious tweaking and tweaking to get their tune right. And don't forget that despite the slightly docused credit system, MPVI2 has a whole trove of tweaks to offer over competitors' most popular models. Faq - Does this tuner have any available ports? Answer – Yes, this tuner includes a fairly versatile USB port in its sleek design. Best
Tuners for 2017 6.7 Powerstroke – Buyer's Guide How Much HorsePower Has 2017 6.7 Powerstroke? The 2017 model is estimated at about 440 hp, with the return of one consecutive turbocharger typical of these engines before it is replaced in 2015. l What is the best diesel programmer? In terms of the best programmer for your diesel engine – I highly recommend the Edge
Products 85400 CTS2 tuner, which I reviewed earlier during my search to find the best tuner for the 2017 6.7 Powerstroke. How much MPG does 6.7 Powerstroke get? Typically, most tests have shown that the 6.7-litre Powerstroke falls right around the comfortable 15MPG average given or taken. How often do you need to change oil in 6.7 Powerstroke? According to the
manufacturer's specification and maintenance schedule, your Powerstroke engine will be due to change the oil about every 10,000 miles. However, despite this ballpark, if your car's oil indicator appears before you click on that mark, it would still be a good idea to do it right then and there. Is DPF Remove Invalid Ford Warranty? Generally speaking – yes, removing DPF actually
annulls your warranty. However, I highly recommend that you contact your local dealer to see if they can slide it under the table. Ultimately, they are interested in doing warranty work, and they are well aware of how many issues the DPF can actually raise, which guarantees the popularity of removal. How much quartile of oil does 2017 F250 take? The 2017 F250 takes only a
meager 7 quart oil. However, the 6.7-litre Super Duty option requires 13 quart. Verdict If you stuck it to end of this guide – now you need to know what to look for and what to be aware of when you're there there for your Powerstroke engine! I've cracked seven options out there for you right now, including all the relevant characteristics, benefits, features and information about each
one. I also took the time to answer some of the most frequently asked questions that customers had about each of the proposed elections to make sure all your bases are covered. I hope that after reading my list of the best tuners for 2017 6.7 Powerstroke, you feel like you have a complete picture of what's out there for you and managed to collect something from the tuner's short
list. With this list in hand, you can now enter the buyer market as an informed and confident consumer who knows what tuner they want and what benefits said tuner will bring for your already amazing Powerstroke engine. Engine.
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